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1. Introduction 
Let X be the Frechet space of C°-functions on R with the 
usual topology of local uniform convergence on R and let X-. be 
the set of bounded C°-functions on R with the topology as in X. 
Consider a functional differential equation 
y"(t) = 2o^y'(t) + Q[y,y'](t)y(t) + F[y,y'](t) , (1) 
where c(^ 0 is a constant and Q, F:XR* X R —> X are continuous 
97 
o p e r a t o r s , t h a t i s l i m Q [ y n , z n ] = Q [ y , z ] , l i m F [ y n , z n ] = F [ y , z ] 
n-*** n-»"° 
f o r a l l convergent ( i n X j sequences { y n | > (
z
n i ' ^
i m ^n = y ' 
, . n-*-*° 
l i m z n = z . 
n -»*©• 
In the present paper using of the Schauder linearization 
technique and the Banach and Schauder-Tychcrnoff fixed point 
theorems there are given sufficient conditions on Q, F for the 
existence of bounded solutions of (1). A special case of (1) is 
the differential equation y "= 2<?C y' + q(t,y,y')y + f(t,y,y') 
in which g,f: R — * R are continuous functions. 
The problem of bounded solutions on a halfline or on R for 
systems of differential equations, for classes of functional 
differential equations and for n-th order differential equations 
has been studied in many works by various methods (see e.g. [l], 
[31 - [10]). 
2. Lemmas 
Lemma 1. Let g, heXg. Then any solution yeX R of the dif­
ferential equation 
y " = 2<<y' + g(t)y + h(t) 
is a solution of the integral equation 
(2) 
oo oű 
y(t) = e*" J í e"^v[(g(v) +/.2)y(v) + h(v)]dv'ds f oг d > 0 (3) 
t s 
t 










h(v)]dVds for<X<0 (4) 
-00 -00 
in the space X
R
 and also reversally any solution of (3)
 o r
 (4) 
in Xn is a solution of (2) in X
0
. 
P r o o f . Let o( > 0 and let y^Xg be a solution of (2). 
Then y'«: Xn by Esclangon theorem (see [2] and e.g. [ll] )
 #
 From 
the equality y"(t) = c<y'(t) + [p(y'(t) + g(t)y(t) + h(t)] it 
follows 
t 
y'(t) = e^^c + J e^s(K.y'(s) + g(s)y(s) + h(s))dsj 
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with c being an appropriate constant. Since y'<£ XR and lim e 
t -» ©o 
oCt 
= co we have c = 
sequently, 
y'(t) = 
I e" S[^y'(s) + g(s)y(s) + h(s)]ds, con-
n 
e^t fe-^
s(^y\s) + g(s)y(s) + h(s))ds for all t e R. 
Similarly, from the equality 
/ ' ( t ) -«<y<t) - k í y í O + e ^ j V * s « y ' ( s ) + g(s)y(s) + h(s))ds] 
we get 
7° °° 7° 
y(t) = e(^tJ | r e"^ V Uy ' (v ) + g(v)y(V)+h(V))dVds+r<ec<tj e" /sy(s)ds 
t s t 
and using the equal i ty 
^ e ^ f f V V t v J d V d s = -Ke^ t ^" < < s y(s )ds + ^ 2 e^ t /'Ve"ofV?y( v)dvds 
t s t t s 
we see that y is a solution of (2) in Xg. 
2 
Let y^Xg be a solution of (3). Then ye C (R) and one can 
easily check by the standard calculations that y is a bounded 
solution of (2). 
In the case o(. <T 0 is the proof analogous as above. 
Notation. On Xg define a functional || . || by ||x|| = 
= sup (|x(t) | ; tc R? . 
Lemma 2. Let g, h e Xg and letinf [g(t); t c R J ^ O , 
||g||< 2 d . Then there is the unique solution of (2) in Xg. 
P r o o f . In view of Lemma 1 it is sufficient to prove 
that equation (3) or (4) admits the unique solution in Xg. 
Let Y be the Banach space of bounded C°-functions on R with 
the norm || . || . Let T.Y — * Y be an operator defined by 
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(Ty)(t) = e<X f ( e"!/-V[(g(V)+^.2)y(v)
+
h(v)]dVds foř c< < 0. 
The assumptions of Lemma 2 imply the existence of a posi­
tive constant £ > 0 such that - £ = g(t) = - 2oC2 + £ for all 
t€R. Then ||g + o<.2|| = c<2 - £ and for y,zeY we have 
|(Ty)(t) - (Tz)(t)| -> (1 --l7)||y-z|| for all t - R , 
^ 2 
consequently, 
||Ty-Tz|| = U - - ^ ) | | y - z | | for all y,zcY. 
Hence T is a contraction and by the Banach fixed point theorem 
there is the unique solution of (3) or (4) in Y. 
Lemma 3. Let g, hcXg and let - £ - g(t) = - 2 d + 6 
be fulfilled for all t&R with a positive constant £ . If y is 
a bounded solution of (2) then 
Jlíïl . II-Ц | 2 \ ± (5) 
t , ny II - i 
P r o o f . Let y be a (and then the unique by Lemma 2) so­
lution of (2) and thus also the unique bounded solution of (3) 
or (4). Substituting y(t) into (3) or (4) we get for an evident 
calculation the following estimate |y(t)| = — j C11 9 + ^ llllyll 
+ ||h||] for all t e R. 
Hence ||y|| M l -^)||y|| + % ! i and ||
 y
 || = J M . Since 
CN. 




)y(s) + h(s)]ds 
* for all t e. R and d > 0 
and 
X 
y'(t) = <<y(t) + -/*[ e_,ís[(g(s) + *<
2)y(s) + h(s)]ds JS 
for all t € R and d < 0 , 
we have 
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| y ' ( t ) | = U\ \\y\\ + ̂ [ l l g + ^ l l ||y|| + ||h||] 
for all t c R , 
consequently, 
II y II ^ - ^ M . 
3. Bounded solutions of (1) 
Say that Q, F satisfy the assumption (A) if: 
There are positive constants k, £ such that -£ = 
- Q[y,y'](t) = -2o(2 + 6 for all t£R and yc{y^C 1(R), 
•|y|| = -f , ||y'|| i 2l*JjL} and Sup {||F[y,y'] || ; 
' • } " • • y e C ^ R ) , II v I 




Theorem 1. Let assumption (A) be fulfilled. Then equation 
(1) admits a bounded solution y and the inequalities 
lyИ«f 
< 2 | •< | k 
(6) 
hold. 
P r o o f . Assume ci > 0 . Let Z be the Frechet space of C -
functions on R with the topology of local uniform convergence on 
R of functions and their derivatives. Setting K = fy; y £ Z , 
llyll - -jr > Hy'H - 2 ^ ^k \ then K is a bounded closed convex 
subset of Z. Let V? € K and consider the differential equation 
y" = 2<Cy' + Q[p, ^](t)y + F [V, p'](t) . (7) 
By Lemma 2 there is the unique bounded solution y of (7) and 
Lemma 3 implies y€K. Putting T(C?) = y we obtain an operator 
T:K — > K. To prove T is continuous operator suppose (y IcK is 
(i) 
a convergent sequence and lim y = y that is lim yn (t) = 
n-*°° n+°° 
= y(i)(t) locally uniformly on R for i = 0,1. Let Z R = T(y ) 








2)z(v) + F[y)y'](V)ldvds 
for all t € R and n € N . Using the equalities z"(t) = 2/z'(t) + 
n n n 
+ Q[y n,y n](t)z n(t) + F[y n,y n](t) we have ||zn'|| =
 G-j-^ for all 
n €. N. Therefore the Ascoli theorem implies that from every sub-
sequence [ z | of {z | one may select a convergent (in K) sub-
sequence [z ? such that {z (t)( and ji'(t)( are locally 
uniformly convergent on R. Let lim z z . Using the Lebesgue 
theorem on the dominanted convergence we conclude z satisfies 
the equality 
to eo 
z(t) =e*1 ( Je"o(V[(Q[y,y'](v)+^2)z(V)+F[y,y'](v)]d^ds 
for all t e R . Consequently, z is a bounded solution of the 
differential equation 
. w " = 2o(w' + Q[y,y'](t)w + F[y,y'](t) . 
Since this equation admits the unique bounded solution (by Lemma 
2) it is necessary z = z and therefore all selected convergent 
subsequences of jz j have' the same limit equal to z . This proves 
(z J is a convergent sequence, lim z = z and, consequently, 
n-»-» 
T is a continuous operator. 
Since T(K)c(y; y e K O C 2 ( R ) , ||y 6 Ä , T(K) is a pre-
compact subset of Z and by the Schauder-Tychonoff fixed point 
theorem there is a fixed point y of T in K. This y is a solution 
of (1) satisfying (6). 
For :X £ 0 the proof is analogical. 
From Theorem 1 immediately follows 
Corollary 1. Suppose there are positive constants £ , k 
such that - I = q(t,y,z) ^ - 2o(2 + £ and |f(t,y,z)| = k for all 
2 I cC |k t Є R, ІУІ - т and . Then equation y = 2*(y + 
i a,,u •*• —r 
+
 q(t,y,y')y + f(t,y,y') admits a solution y satisfying (6). 
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Example 1. Let n be a positive integer and let o( = h + 
+ \) 1 + T . Consider the functional differential equation 
„, } y(k (s))|y'(s)| 
y (t) = 2c<y (t)-(l + 2/r + i_o d s ) y ( t ) 
{ - + s 
t+1 
+ ? / yn[y'(k1(s)) + s]ds + P(t), (8) 
where k Q, k,, p £ C°(R) and |p(t)| = ~ for all t c R. The as-
sumptions of Theorem 1 are fulfilled with 6 = k = l consequently, 
there is a solution y of (8) satisfying ||y|| = 1, ||y'|| = 2c< . 
Corollary 2. Let assumption (A) be fulfilled and let 







é 2 I Ҝ I k and some V € [- 1, 1 £ . Then 
lim y^ (t) = 0 for every solution y of (1) satisfying ( 6 ) , 
t+Voo 
i = 0, 1. 
P r o o f . Let y be a solution of (1) satisfying ( 6 ) . Such 
a solution y exists by Theorem 1 and by Lemma 1 the equality (3) 
or (4) holds with g(t) = Q[y,y'](t), h(t) = F[y,y'](t) for all 
t e R. Using the L Hospital rule we obtain 
lim y(t) = lim - ^ [(Q[y,y'](t) + o(2)y(t) + F[y,y'] (t)] = 0 
and 
lim y'(t) =o(iim y(t)+—L- lim [(Q[y,y'] (t) + <*
2)y(t) + 
t-»V«» t->^o» | C?(. I t->Voo 
+ p[y»y'](t)J = o. 
Example 2. Let n be a positive integer. Consider the 
functional differential equation 
y "(t) = - 2y '(t) + (- 1 + [ y X t ) + t ) ] n y( t) + 1 e"* cos y(t). 
2(1+ t2) 4 
The assumptions of Corollary 2 are fulfilled with (A = - 1 , 
(9) 
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£ = i k = j , V = - 1 , 1 . Thus t h e r e i s a s o l u t i o n y o f ( 9 ) , 
l l y l l - 7 » l l y ' l l - 1 and any s u c h s o l u t i o n y s a t i s f i e s 
l i m y ( t ) = 0 . 
| t | - > ~ 
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